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They Were Still Born 2010-12-16

the stories in this book are not easily told but for the many thousands of families each year who endure the silent tragedy of a stillbirth they offer a welcome voice of solidarity and
guidance janel atlas familiar with the pain of losing a child has selected here the firsthand accounts of not only mothers but also fathers and grandparents all of whom have reached out
to offer readers the comfort of knowing they are not alone on this painful path through these stories the writers found validation of their babies lives and have now shared the same gift
with others inspiring readers to write their own as well as showing them how to do so

Still Life 1998

three minus one parents stories of love and loss is a collection of intimate soul baring stories and artwork by parents who have lost a child to stillbirth miscarriage or neonatal death
inspired by the film return to zero the loss of a child is unlike any other and the impact that it has on the mother the father their family and their friends is devastating a shockwave of pain
and guilt that spreads through their entire community but the majority of those affected especially mothers often suffer their pain in silence convinced that their grief and trauma is theirs
to bear alone this anthology of raw memoirs heartbreaking stories truthful poems beautiful painting and stunning photography from the parents who have suffered child loss offers insight
into this unique devastating and life changing experience breaking the silence and offering a ray of hope to the many parents out there in search of answers understanding and healing

Three Minus One 2014-04-19

it is commonly estimated that one in six couples are unable to conceive one in four pregnancies end in miscarriage and 600 babies are stillborn or die soon after birth each year the experience
can be the most traumatic thing that couples ever go through it is also very lonely and isolating many are desperate to read other people s local and recent stories in order to gain
comfort however there are very few new zealand stories available in published form baby gone contains 45 true stories written from the heart by those affected the stories give moving
accounts about the conception and pregnancy experiences but perhaps most importantly they talk of the emotional roller coaster that is life after loss the stories will help readers see
that they are not alone in their feelings and that they are not going crazy

Baby Gone 2011-05-25

ndlovu takes us right into the heart of her grief she allows us into her secret dark place of the terrible loss of her third child who was stillborn the book speaks into the silence around
this issue like miscarriage stillbirth is something women are supposed to get over and move on with invisible earthquake is placed in the wider south african context by sue fawcus in which
she writes tenderly and expertly about stillbirth from the point of view of a medical practitioner a specialist obstetrician

Invisible Earthquake 2009

since amelia s death at 38 weeks i have turned pregnancy loss support and awareness into my passion i do it in honour of amelia s and my other little babies lives i hope that this book may
bring some comfort to another grieving family collette xx

Stillbirth Still a Birth 2023-04-13

few experiences can compare to the trauma and pain of losing a baby and the wall of silence that often surrounds that loss can make grieving even harder loving you from here explores the
traumatic impact of losing a baby through stillbirth and neonatal death it features the moving stories of multiple families some affected recently some decades ago but still living with the
loss this book is a practical guide for grieving parents in the grips of tragedy and those around them who want to be able to offer support from managing those initial feelings of shock grief
guilt and anger this book will also show families how it is possible to grow around that grief and eventually form an enduring bond with their baby this profound and insightful book will
help everyone impacted by the loss of a baby before during or after birth including those who have suffered an early or a late miscarriage and those who have had an ectopic pregnancy and
provides sensitive and reassuring advice on all aspects of loss and bereavement as well as practical advice on how to find a new normal this groundbreaking book breaks through the
suffocating silence that surrounds the death of a baby and gives a voice to all those affected by baby loss



Loving You From Here 2020-10-01

this book is written by bereaved parents sharing their own stories for the benefit of others going through the grief of losing a child parents are helped by hearing the stories of others sands
has been supporting australian parents since the early 1980s providing 24 hour access to individual telephone support and monthly group support throughout a network of local
community groups a 60 page brochure they produced has been sold to over 30 000 parents since its first edition sands organisations throughout australia and internationally have
developed the same model of self help care providing direct support and resources but also advocacy for better care of parents

Our Babies Have Died 2008

this book is a collection of thoughts and experiences intended to help mothers who have given birth or are about to give birth to a stillborn baby the author shares her personal experiences
of a happy healthy pregnancy and the shock of the stillborn birth of her son mac other women who have lost babies are also referenced in addition the author has included lists of must
knows for parents of stillborn children and well as lists for their friends and relatives

Three Minus One: Parents' Stories of Love and Loss 2016-03-16

the foetus was suspended in a wide mouthed dusty glass bottle with an aluminium seal neglected vulnerable ashamed a dead human being stillborn recovering in a bangalore hospital from a
road accident poorva pandit a journalist overhears a bizarre story about a contraceptive vaccine research unwanted pregnancies and a missing malformed foetus in mr hills near bangalore
anshul hiremath returned nri and doctor has set up a research centre to test the efficacy of his new vaccine for contraception but word soon leaks out that some of the tribal women on
whom the vaccine was being tested have become pregnant and one of them has delivered a deformed stillborn baby even more strangely the foetus disappears from the lab and turns up
mysteriously at an ngo camp nearby following the trail for a story to break out of her ennui poorva begins to uncover a chain of incredible links she realizes that anshul is just one of the
players in this international game where scientists and researchers are playing for incredibly high stakes and will stop at nothing to be the first to produce the ultimate contraceptive
brilliantly researched the story moves through bangalore with its booming pharmaceutical industry to the tribal settlements in mr hills and finally to the rarefied world of medical
research in new york drawing on the latest developments in the field of immuno contraception as well as the imminent adherence of india to the gatt agreement and changing patent laws rohini
nilekani s first novel is a nail biting unputdownable racy thriller

Sleeping Angel 2005-02

cultural writing poetry essays memoir this book weighs less than a pound but it holds the heavy weight of one of life s worst tragedies in this first of its kind collection 51 contributors
many of them award winning writers share their personal journeys through miscarriage stillbirth and infant death the writing is so authentic it will steal your breath unpalatable truths
are not avoided or tucked out of sight they are exposed explored and embraced on every page in the spirit that cradling each experience in words can be healing to any reader who has suffered
the loss of a baby

Stillborn 1998

advice and comfort for surviving the death of your stillborn baby

Mourning Sickness 2008

this book shares stories from bereaved families across australia who have suffered the loss of their baby or babies to miscarriage stillbirth termination for foetal abnormality and
neonatal death some parents share their story about multiple birth loss and others share how they coped with another pregnancy after losing a baby

Stillbirth, Yet Still Born 2014

journeys stories of pregnancy after loss is the often poignant sometimes heroic and finally triumphant stories of young families losing a child and sometimes more than one in pregnancy or
shortly after birth and how they turned their tragedies into joy with the birth of subsequent children



Holly 1995

small miracles is a landmark australian self help book offering practical counselling and inspiring consolation for anyone coping with the loss of a baby through miscarriage stillbirth or
prematurity and related issues such as infertility based on the grief counselling and support services offered by the bonnie babes foundation for over 15 years small miracles contains the
very moving stories of australians including author rachel stanfield porter who have experienced the traumatic loss of a baby and how they coped with this very private tragedy rebuilt
their lives and restored their hopes we have a word orphan to describe someone who has lost their parents but there s no word for parents who have lost their child there is only grief it is
an unnamed unspoken tragedy that touches all families in some way the fact is that one in every four australian pregnancies ends in a loss the human reality of this shocking statistic is
that 70 000 babies die every year even more perplexing is the fact that this figure hasn t changed in australia for the last 60 years advances in medical technology to significantly reduce
this figure are as much of a priority as the need to address our collective emotional response to the loss of a baby it is still not talked about much or enough even among friends and family
the loss of a baby through miscarriage stillbirth and prematurity is a subject so often swept under the carpet in that reserved stoic way that we have each person reacts differently men
try to get on with things like work and women hold their feelings deep and close sometimes it s the other way around friends don t know what to say or how to react the line between
immense heartbreak and the greatest possible joy is so thin what do you say and how do you and your family remember cope and recover and find the courage to try again for another baby
or accept it is not to be these untold stories of the parents and little aussie babies that do survive traumatic pregnancies and prematurity the real small miracles provide the most
wonderful tales of love and purpose imaginable here are some of those small miracles compelling uplifting sad and intensely human best of all they are stories of healing and hope

You Are Not Alone 2012

unable to find answers when her only child victoria was stillborn lorraine ash came to write the book she longed for it is a road map from pain and chaos to understanding and acceptance
drawing on great thinkers personal loves and the wisdom in everyday events ash explains how she made it through this difficult emotional terrain after her daughter s stillbirth and how her
experiences led to richer ways of seeing being and loving in the world

Journeys 2006

a collection of short true life stories from women and men who have experienced miscarriages pregnancy and baby loss they share their emotions and advice on how to get through this
devastating time includes sensitive illustrations

Small Miracles 2009

the purpose of the book remembering michael reads as my own emotional tapestry of healing from the trauma of stillbirth through different forms of writing including research writing
personal essay work poetry and journaling throughout this ode to healing i bring you the reader along with me through my healing process describing the unique benefits of the different
forms of writing and my own experiences in writing these pieces moreover my narrative is grounded in the research on healing through writing including guidance on replacing a dispiriting story
with an uplifting one meijers lengelle 2012 research on the psychology behind writing for healing purposes maccurdy 2000 information on healing through poetry kooser 2005 and more
contents remembering michael is split into six sections that follow the chronological order of my experience with stillbirth as follows section one losing michael outlines my experience of
finding out that michael had passed away and coming to terms with the imminent labour and birth with this new lens section two labour delivery follows the labour process complications
that we faced and the birth section three healing pains outlines the first few months following the birth including returning home getting michael cremated and planning michael s memorial
section four a new story describes the way in which writing strengthened me to heal and grow in the months following the stillbirth it also describes how this shocking and tragic story
turned into one of appreciative remembrance of a son we never took home section five his perspective includes an interview with my partner nigel as he outlines his own trauma experience as
the father of a son lost to stillbirth and his own process of healing through writing the final section section six process readiness revision provides a discussion on my process of utilizing
writing for healing purposes including a contemplation on my experience with and readiness for embarking on a course with this subject matter after such a traumatic life event as well as a
note about the importance of the revision process in writing for healing supporting women newborns in bc to support other women and newborns in my province 15 of my own earnings from
remembering michael ebook and print book sales will be donated to bc women s hospital health centre an organization whose main goal is to improve the health of women and newborns in
british columbia see the below link for more information about this cause bcwomens ca author website dd larocque wixsite com rememberingmichael

Life Touches Life 2004

to learn more about rowman littlefield titles please visit us at rowmanlittlefield com



This is Pregnancy and Baby Loss 2021-01-19

a mother s tears is the tragic story of midwife nicole wyborn and her partner kane who lost their second child to stillbirth the story is intensely emotional the couple sink to the depths of
despair in their struggle to come to terms with their loss and when they think things can t get any worse nicole suffers two miscarriages a mother s tears follows nicole and kane s journey
as they learn to deal with the death of their son and the steps they take to rebuild their shattered lives including the arrival of a second son written with raw honesty by nicole a midwife
and prenatal educator this book offers hope and encouragement to all those suffering from the loss of a child

Remembering Michael: Rewriting My Story of Stillbirth 2020-01-14

when you ve lost a baby the path you must travel is yours alone there s no shortcut no bandaid no silver lining but by hearing from others who have walked that same path the blackness
is illuminated just a little we ve been there we know how you feel we can t change what s happened and we can t bring back your baby but we can light your way through the dark a note
about this book never forgotten is one of those special books that exists thanks to contributions from many authors who have so kindly shared their wealth of professional experience
loving words personal stories and poems with us when bec and i decided to produce this book we reached out to women we knew and women we didn t via mamamia com au and asked for
contributions we were overwhelmed with the response sorting through all of your stories was a heartbreaking task and while we and the book s amazing editor paula ellery wish we could
have included every single one of them the reality is that we received over 500 submissions and it would have been impossible to use them all but all of your stories were incredibly touching
and we thank you so much for sharing them with us with that in mind the authors and of never forgotten are many and include the following people mia freedman rebecca sparrow debra bath
phd maps deborah l davis phd si�n horstead lyndal curtis jarrod maher rhonda mason martine oglethorpe carly marie dudley gary sillett dan macdonald and over 100 parents and loved ones
who reached out to us via our website and gave us permission to share their personal stories we thank you all from the bottom of our hearts we also want to thank the team at netra
chetty design who so generously gave their time and talent and created something so very beautiful we never intended for this book to be a comprehensive resource guide of any kind our aim
was to share as many stories as we could to show grieving parents that they are not alone but it soon became clear through reading all of your stories that there was a desperate need
for helpful advice along with information on support groups and other resources so while the book has grown from what we originally intended the focus is still on your stories but they
are now intertwined with articles that were either written especially for us or those that we were given permission to use from other sources we hope that you will find some light
through reading all of these words and finally this book was always a project of love and never intended for profit and as such we are donating 100 of all profit to heartfelt org au and
sidsandkids org thanks for your support by mia freedman and rebecca sparrow

Stillborn 1986

if you or anyone you care about has had a miscarriage this book is for you 1 in 4 women will have a miscarriage in their lifetime despite its prevalence and the devastating consequences a
miscarriage can have on a woman and her family the topic is practically taboo in many cultures women feel silenced in their grief and defective for not being able to cope with the event and
just get on with it through the eyes of both women and men who have experienced miscarriage first hand this book not only offers empathy hope and healing but it challenges prevailing
societal attitudes and practices asking us all to talk about this topic more openly and offer greater support for women who have had a miscarriage

A Mother's Tears 2011-05

the loss of a child is the most devastating event a parent can face in this moving memoir liza jankowski the mother of four children two boys and two still born girls shares her experience
with stillbirth and the effects that go far beyond what people could ever imagine dreams are destroyed lives are changed forever the loss can seem too hard to bear after a trouble free
pregnancy liza s first daughter olivia was declared dead at 41 weeks devastated and racked by guilt after deciding not to have the baby induced earlier liza was desperate for comfort and
answers if only why what if her mind exploded with questions and she felt isolated and alone in her grief in this emotive personal account liza shares her inner most thoughts and feelings
about the loss of a desperately loved daughter and how that loss changed her whole being she discusses the impact on her relationships her subsequent pregnancy and what she ultimately
learned devastating as it is life does get better and the pain will ease changed is a powerful combination of a mother s personal journey and helpful information that will offer comfort hope
and understanding it is also the story of a mother s love for a child that remains long after separation and death

Never Forgotten 2014-07-11

every year in the uk over 10 000 babies die before birth or shortly afterwards for the parents the grief is hard to bear in this book parents who have lost a baby tell their stories they
speak about what happened how they felt how they have been helped by others and how they helped themselves using letters from and interviews with many bereaved parents nancy kohner and
alix henley have written a book which offers understanding of what it means to lose a baby and the grief that follows when a baby dies also contains valuable information about why a
baby dies hospital practices the process of grieving sources of support and the care parents need in future pregnancies



Little Big Love 2013

finding out during pregnancy that your much wanted baby has been diagnosed with an abnormality is a traumatic and devastating experience deciding to end the pregnancy is a choice no one
should have to make gathered here are the experiences of 25 mothers who have lost a baby in these circumstances their stories which are dedicated to the babies they have lost have been
written to help and support anyone facing a similar decision all profits from the sale of this book will be donated to antenatal results and choices arc a uk national charity that provides
non directive support and information to expectant and bereaved parents throughout and after the antenatal screening and testing process

Changed 2016-04-21

collection of real life stories reclaims the right to debate the issues medical social and personal surrounding this most traumatic of life events

When a Baby Dies 2001

no one knows the devastation and heartache of losing a baby more than a father or mother grieving parents often do not know where to turn and what to do with their grief in the
aftermath of a pregnancy loss in remembering our angels hannah stone has collected essays and stories from pregnancy loss awareness activists doctors grief counselors and grieving
parents in the hope of offering a resource to parents in mourning

The Burden of Choice 2013-11-01

our only time was created to motivate inspire and show appreciation for medical professionals through experiences told from a patient s perspective through heartfelt stories families share
the sacred time spent with their baby whether in utero or after birth and offer insights into how medical professionals positively impacted their experience also included are recommendations
on how best to be supportive of patients and what types of actions to avoid during this devastating experience through these incredibly intimate stories of loss medical professionals can
better understand a grieving family s experience and become equipped to support bereaved parents when they leave the hospital without their baby medical professionals will come away with
new insights on how to guide parents empowering them to have the least amount of regret during this loss and allowing for the greatest chance of healing in their grief as they re enter the
world

A Silent Love 2000

every memory with your baby is precious and every baby deserves a beautiful place to be cherished forever i love you still a memorial baby book was carefully created to hold memories and
love for babies taken too soon due to miscarriage stillbirth or in their first days of life each word and image of this sweet baby book was carefully chosen to be as inclusive as possible for
all babies and gestational ages professional illustrations by award winning children s book illustrator priscilla alpaugh feature a gender neutral nursery animal theme and the book s
secular content allows room for mom to include her own unique spiritual beliefs i love you still combines aspects of traditional baby books with areas for memorialization with lots of
additional journaling space for grieving moms to complete whenever it feels right for them the book s quality is meant to last and its content can be revisited for months or years to come a
beautiful baby memory book memorial keepsake and bereavement journal specifically created for the events and emotions that follow miscarriage stillbirth or newborn loss over 50 full
color professional illustrations featuring a gender neutral nursery animal theme words and images are and carefully designed to be as inclusive as possible for all babies and gestational
ages substantial 8 x 10 5 padded hardcover book with smyth sewn lay flat binding the cover features a soft matte finish with spot uv treatment for subtle shine on the imagery and title
64 pages including traditional baby book sections prompted journaling freeform journal space and scrapbook example sections include parents backgrounds trying to conceive pregnancy test
reactions monthly pregnancy milestones baby s due date favorite memories and time spent together memorial gestures holding the space scrapbooking resources and more the mission of i love
you still a memorial baby book is to cherish pregnancy remember baby and honor motherhood born and raised in wayzata minnesota margaret scofield attended the university of arizona where
she earned her ba in english with a minor in family studies and human development in 2016 while taking time off from her career to start a family margaret s dear friend lost her daughter to
miscarriage as a new mom herself margaret wanted to do more to help after she tried in vain to find a baby book that catered to the 1 in 4 women who endure miscarriage margaret s purpose
became clear in 2016 margaret started a business and created the manuscript for i love you still a memorial baby book since then the book has been circulated to over 20 countries and her
story has appeared on news outlets such as nbc news the today show people magazine fox television and msn news today margaret continues her mission to cherish pregnancy remember baby
and honor motherhood by encouraging real conversation about pregnancy and baby loss and postpartum mental health



Remembering Our Angels 2007-03

the death of a baby whether through miscarriage stillbirth or neonatal loss or the death of an older child is the worst experience a parent can endure this book includes twenty six heart
wrenchingly honest essays by parents who convey their personal challenges and the ways they coped during the first twelve months of child loss

Quietus 1990-01-01

i am still your sibling and i love you my sibling still is written as a love letter from a sibling lost to miscarriage stillbirth or infant death to any surviving siblings it walks through the
emotions that a child and his or her family may experience following a loss while also depicting the loving presence of the deceased child in the family s life with gentle words and comforting
pictures this book offers a beautiful way for the entire family to remember and honor any lost little ones my sibling still is accessible whether the loss happened years ago or yesterday
whether a sibling was born at the time of the loss or came afterwards most of all with an affirming message of hope through suffering it reminds us that our relationships with the little
ones who have gone before us continue after death

Our Only Time 2017-11-11

hope and healing for those who suddenly find themselves in the most terrible sort of grief for those who have experienced miscarriage stillbirth or the loss of a baby within the first year
this gentle resource offers stories of hope and wisdom practical advice and guidance based on the experience of many comfort and ways to honor and remember naming the child creates a
community of love and support for bereaving parents and siblings after the loss of a baby written with a light touch and sensitive spirit when i was nineteen weeks pregnant with my second
child emma i had a miscarriage its impossible to know ahead of time how such an experience will impact you or your marriage i recognized many of the challenges i faced in naming the child i can
say with confidence that this is an amazing resource amy wilson lawyer and mother of three

I Love You Still 2018-08-27

pregnancy and infant loss is something that affects thousands of parents every year yet there is a stigma attached to it that creates a lack of resources disconnection and so many
grieving parents feeling alone in their grief the truth you are not alone in stillborn still loved hailey ricks unveils the excruciating pain loneliness and disconnection that losing your baby
brings she shares her story of loss and guides you into your journey of healing by teaching you how to give yourself permission to grieve and getting to know your personal grief on a
molecular level it is a book filled with tears self awareness and the hope that the silence surrounding pregnancy and infant loss will be broken

Surviving My First Year of Child Loss 2017-09

stories in midwifery 2nd edition presents an insightful collection of personal stories as told by a range of women midwives students health professionals and family members this unique
resource offers midwifery students and practicing midwives an extraordinary perspective on a range of topics related to birthing and midwifery including continuity of care perinatal mental
health complex pregnancies homebirth and assisted reproductive techniques among others available as a print or ebook this valuable resource builds empathy and understanding and provides
examples of innovative approaches to woman centred care with a focus on reflection inquiry and action the teaching and learning strategies assist in developing skills attitudes and
mindfulness for working in partnership with women in various settings including the home community hospitals clinics and birth centres most importantly stories in midwifery provides a much
needed consumer voice for women their families and their midwives including 18 chapters each presenting a variety of stories from women midwives and families around a range of topics
related to birthing and midwifery 24 video stories embedded in the ebook present personal accounts from a range of lived experiences reflection inquiry and action provide the framework for
the teaching and learning strategies for each story aimed at undergraduate and postgraduate levels weblinks references and readings are included for further reading and research
transcripts of all interviews are included in the back of the book an ebook included in all print purchases

My Sibling Still 2019-05-20

stillbirth remains a major and tragic obstetric complication the number of deaths due to stillbirth are greater than those due to preterm birth and sudden infant death syndrome combined
stillbirth prediction prevention and management provides a comprehensive guide to the topic of stillbirth distilling recent groundbreaking research expert authors consider the epidemiology of
stillbirth throughout the world the various possible causes of stillbirth the psychological effects on mothers and families who suffer a stillbirth management of stillbirth managing
pregnancies following stillbirth stillbirth prediction prevention and management is packed with crucial evidence based information and practical insights it enables all obstetric healthcare
providers to manage one of the most traumatic yet all too common situations they will encounter



Naming the Child 2009-03-01
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Stillborn Still Loved 2021-08-31

Stories in Midwifery - epub 2021-02-01

Stillbirth 2011-04-18

The Good Grief Club A true story about the power of friendship and French toast 2008
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